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1. The industri il i zat ion of ,ilov-ikin  is or»  of the most remarkable 

examples of the development    f   »  hackw;.n  irea  into   it,  industrially advunced 

region.      Hhough tht-re arv  s>me  spec if io  features,  first and  for esos t   that 

the  area is also   -• n-itind entity, many interesting and generdly valid 

aspects cf an appro-ten to  the problems of are« development  can be  found her«. 

The development of Slovakia hai   been carried out as   m integral  part of   i 

policy of providing equ-.il  conditions for the  two nations living on terms of 

equality in a socialist country and within the  framework of the unitary 

Czechoslovak economy, 

2. The study of Slovak industrialization starts with  a brief survey of past 

social and economic history leading to economic backwardness in this area. 

The second part analyses the circumstances and potentials of Slovak 

industrialization under the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the nain 

features of the economic policy that led to the country's economic advance as 

a part of the whole Republic.    In conclusion the future prospects of Slovakia 

are examined,  the aim being to catch up completely with the more advanced 

regions. 

3. The historical survey of Slovakia's political and economic growth points 

to the prime causes of her lagging behind the more economically advanced parts 

of Czechoslovakia.    Long after the establishment of their joint State in 1918, 

the economic discrepancies between Slovakia and the Czech regions shewed little 

sign of growing less and, indeed, they persisted in large measure up to the 

outbreak of World War II.    Slovakia was still a country of agrarian over- 

population, with under-developed industry, in which sectors producing for the 

local market prevailed.    The shortage of work and low living standards forced 

people to look for  jobs in other parts of the country, or to emigrate. 

4. In socialist Czechoslovakia the economic development of Slovakia became 

one of the main goals of the Government's economic policy. 

We regret that  some of the pages in the microfiche 
copy of this report may not be up to the proper 
legibility standards, even though the best possible 
copy was used for preparing the master fiche. /... 
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rj,        The underlying conditi« ns arri   potentialities    f   ¿loViMlt'fi development 

lay in the intrinsic  forées of the    ?ochoslovak economy,   In  Its  r* ipid growth 

'¿hieh ww shaped by  the   nation 1 economi'-  plan.     In«- pi in took   in«<    ¡ccunt 

the natural and human  re» .xi ree s   »nd    trier «ennemie  fact  ts,  the  specific 

target» rind  place of   >levakia in the overall economy oí* thf    epublic.    J'  hout 

this gearing of the plan fer Slovakia with that for the  whole country it would 

have been impossible to  achieve the  results th;<t have been no a e ved* 

6, A foremost  «»i» was t<>    nke productive use of the labour power available 

in Slovakia.    Ihe problem stemmed fro» th« existence of a large body of labour 

insufficiently used  in backward agriculture,  a low rate of employment  among 

women and  a high rate of population growth in Jlovakia.    The only solution l;«,v 

in Industrialization with development of new economic sectors,  especially in 

th« tertiary sector.     In the course of industrialization the question of the 

skills of the labour force had to be faced.    The present work shows how 

training was carried out on a mass scale, both of adults transferring from 

farming to industrial work and of young people in state training centres and 

enterprise ?pprentiee schools; secondary vocational and university-level 

education were also expanded.    Insofar as Slovakia lacked the necessary 

industrial base for practical training, valuable assistance was rendered by 

enterprises in the industrially advanced parts of the Republic. 

7, Slovak industrialization could draw only to a limited extent on domestic 

sources of raw materials.    The area is relatively poor in fuels and power 

resources.    i*ile local coal deposits and water power have been harnessed, a 

substantial part of consumption is met by coal and power brought over 

considerable distances, mainly from the Czech regions.    Raw materials for the 

metallurgical aid chemical industries are provided to a large extent by imports, 

and here Slovakia has the advantage of her position on the route from Eastern 

Europe into Czechoslovakia,    Supplies of non-metallic raw materials, mainly 

for production of building materials and refractory materials, are plentiful 

airi have facilitated rapid growth of these sectors.    Good progress has also 

been aide in exploiting timber resources.    In general, however, it may be said 
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th«t raw material r«aoure©a hüv« pl*iyed a subsidiary part in industri il izafeiun 

and the avail «ble libi ur power has been much Bor© import.int, 

rt.        Industrialization c J led for substantial investments In the infra« true tur«. 

The mún concerns wery to expand the capacity of the railroads and  railway 

stations, tc improve the existing ruad network,  to undertake extensive 

construction of the power distribution network, gas pipelines, and to improve 

domestic and industrial water supplies.    There was also considerable expansion 

of the non-productive infrastructure, especially of housing, health facilities, 

schools and cultural  facilities.    Industrialization was also mar. i fes ted ir the 

advance of urbanization, although there is a certain lag behind industrial 

development to be noted here, to be seen in the frequency of long journeys tc 

work, 

9. One of the basic problems of industrialization was to find funds for 

investment.    A big advantage in this respect was the centralization of 

accumulation funds for the whole Czechoslovak national economy, enabling the 

national plan to channel resources according to sectors and area structure. 

In respect of machine parks and technical designing of new capacities, help 

was given by enterprises and design organizations in the more advanced areas. 

Without this help, the industrialization of Slovakia could not have proceeded 

so rapidly. 

10, The results of the efforts to expand industry in Slovakia wer« evident 

in the growth in volume of industrial output between 1948 and 1965 by s«ven- 

and-a-half times.    With a rapid growth rate in all sectors, especially big 

advances were shown by the engineering and chemical industries with up to 

15 times the 1948 output.    Industrialization brought marked changes In th« 

economic structure of the area.    An indication of this is that the share of 

industrial and building employees in the total labour force rose from 21 psr cent 

in 1948 to roughly 39 per cent in 1965, \bilm the share of agriculture in the 

labour force dropped from 60 to 27 per cent.    Other sectors, mainly non- 

productive, showed a rise from 19 to 34 per cent. 
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11. Average wages and  salaries of «ployed persons art< mon   or less on a par 

with those in the Czech regions.    But comparing the J2ar capita incomes, 

Slovakia still lags behind the rest of the country.    The differences stem 

primarily from the  lewer employment rate, especially of women, larger  families 

dependent on the wage-earners and less intensive agriculture. 

12. This  study further deals with some problems connected with the 

industrialization of Slovakia, such as the relation between heavy and 

manufacturing industry, excessive diversification of production branches, 

concentration and specialization, location of industry in the area and the like. 

13. The outlook for Slovakia's industry is linked with the future of the 

progressive trends now evident in economic growth.    Industrial construction 

has hitherto followed to a large extent  the lines of extensive growth through 

quantitative increase in the volume of fixed assets and in the nize of the 

labour force.    Nevertheless, technical progress and structural changes have 

played some part and in the future they should be the prime factors in 

advancing the dynaaics and efficiency of the economy.    Ifte basic industry 

that has been built up  to date in Slovakia - primary modern chemicals and 

metallurgy - provide a foundation for developing the manufacturing sectors. 

Favourable conditions are also afforded by the growing research base, design 

departments in enterprises and increase in skilled personnel.    There will 

continue to be an ample supply of manpower, especially of young people, for 

whoa it is necessary to ensure training and to create openings for employment. 

14. The economic reform, the main measure through which the new system of 

management is being introduced in the Czechoslovak economy, assumes that in 

the coming period the basic proportions of Slovakia's economic growth will be 

set by the national plan, although indirect economic instruments will operate 

in connexion with the actual fulfilment of targets. The Czechoslovak Government 

aims in its economic policy to achieve further growth and integration of Slovak 

industry with that of the Czech regions and the progress towards a new 

industrial structure based on modern technological principles which will be 

advantageous for the whole country. 

-lAAHIÜibiB 
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1. During the past years the solution of the development of backward 

areas is attracting sore and more attention throughout the world in 

developed countries as well as in developing countries.    LccMéomic growth 

ol backward areas as one of the factors of the general acceleration of 

economic growth and the achievement of social stability becomes one of 

the aims il the economic policy of Governments and a subject of theoretic 

analysis of economists.    Ve*y often, however, in spite of considerable 

efforts, the results achieved are modest.    International exchange of 

experiences is becoming more and more developed and a whole number of 

actions are being organized in search of conception as effective instruments 

of the policy of regional development, 

2. la our study we shall try to present an image of the up-to-date course 

and results of the solution of such a problem in the Czechoslovak Socialist 

Republic  (CSSR),    It is the development of Slovakia, a relatively large 

area with a population of more than four million inhabitants on the terri- 
2 

tory of \bout 4V thousand km   which represents 31 per cent of the total 

population and 38 per cent ox  the territory of the CSSR.    1^ is the 

territory populated by the Slovak nationals which together with the Catena 

established a common State after the First World W«r.     There are about 

several hundreds of thousands of inhabitants of Hungarian nationality and 

a smaller number of Ukranians. 

3. Economic development of Slovakia where industrialisation played the 

decisive role represents an example of the transformation of the backward- 

ness of one region within an industrially developed country; the solution 

of the development of a national région in a way corresponding to the 

Socialist socio-economic order and under the conditions oí planned manage- 

ment of national economy.   We think,  furthermore, that in spite of these 

specific characteristic features of the problem, it is possible to deduct 

some general ideas from the course of its present solution which could be 

/... 
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of interest for everybody who facet a similar problem. 

4, In accordane« with this purpose, the study it subdivided into four 

chapter»¡     rhe first chapter contains a brief historical summary of 

social arid economic development resulting in deep differences in the 

economic structure of Csseh and Slovakia regions existing even in the 

period after the end of the Second World WAT when the new political regime 

set goals of economic development of Slovakia M the only way to bring 

about equality of rights of both nations in « common Swats. 

5. rhe second chapter deals with the utilization of conditions and the 

creation of pre-conditions for the industrialisation of Slovakia, 

especially in labour and natural resources, accumulation resources and 

the ways of construction of basic funds (fixed assets), «bout the prepara- 

tion of expert cadres and about the creation of conditions in the infra- 

structure. 

6, T^e third chapter contains more detailed results of the industriali- 

sation, especially the dynamics of industrial growth, the development of 

the structure of industry in relation to natural resources of the region, 

.i otbmr factors; then the influence of industrialisation on the growth 

of the standard oí living ol the population, and finally certain critical 

evaluation of the results achieved. 

7. Tns last chapter brings up certain principles for further development 

of industry in Slovakia in accordance with the contemporary tendencies of 

industrial growth in the world and with ths economic conditions of CSSR 

including the new model of management of economy. 

/••• 
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I.    HISICRIUL SUhhhHÏ 

8, The Cseehoslovak Socialist Republic is composed of two ethno- 

political and territorial units,  Slovakia and the Csech regions which 

for thousands of years developed under different historical  conditions. 

The 17th and especially the 18th century was the  period of higher growth 

of productive forces not only in Csech regions but in Slov-iviu too.    Tho 

Csech regions became the most developed industrially of the nustrian 

part of the dualistic >tus u*o-Hun¿arian monarchy and Slovakia represented 

in the 18th and the 19th century the industrial basis of Hungary because 

of its relatively richer raw material resources and because of the 

backwardness of industrial development of Southern Hungary due especially 

to a long-lasting ,'urkish occupation, 

9. The wave of the first industrial revolution in the second half of 

the 19th century hit Slovakia in a lesser degree and a little later than 

the territory of Csrch regions and West European countries in general. 

la the 1850's and in later decades, the level of previously developed 

industry again declined.    The im¿ development occurred in the 1880's of 

the 19th century when the Hungarian industrialisation law was approved. 

At thai, time the development of mechanized production in Csech regions 

had progressed already very far.    The mtehanised production was being 

introduced also in heavy industry.    This advance of industry in Czech 

regions was due also to the »ore favourable conditions of these regions, 

especially as far as natural fuel and energy resources necessary for 

the extraction of coal, metallurgy, rail transport, engineering industry 

and industry in general, are concerned.    In spite of certain industrial 

development, Slovakia lagged behind the Csech regions absolutely and 

relatively.    This became apparent after the establishment of the 

Czechoslovak Republic in the year of 1918 by the very different economic, 

social and cultural levels of the two areas.    In the new State Slovakia 

represented a backward macro-area with predominant agricultural production. 

At that time in the Csech regions,  about one million people we re employed 

/• • • 
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if» îfivJufs'rv  »**1*   . f    •*  vini(     î ¿y •*   *huua«iii}*      h# (. ?.«(ti  region« had 

ih#r. .-»bou*   ihr*« ' UMI imrt  inhabit «r»f • *h*n \4ov**i*  but  ih« employment 

rai#» ir-,  indu»'ry w*.a *bru*   **,#»!»»• *!*»• h¿fh#r. 

10. nrwer *rw nmx roteiti. r.a  * ht a*»»i¿   *r«d rx-t   v«ry competitiva  Industry 

in Sloven i<* ble«»   » ballaat.   for th« d«v*lopad induat ry in th« C*«ch 

region«.    Ir, aharj;  «j«f*utio>ri   u. which th« « wch  irriuetry had to overeo»* 

alio the di ff levity *»f <» n*rriw«r murk«»   (th* los» of *«uitrl*n and Hunfariitn 

•arirata), mny induat ri* A #*r,t*rr-ria«a in   iiov&ki» were liquidated during 

the year« 1921 to i?29 and that ({««pened «van »or« the diiierence in 

economic l«vria ai both parta if the < z<*choalov*k H«public. 

11. «ire&dy within UM ft-ajavMor« of Hungary th* population growth in 

Slovak!*, wtta so high th»t mlaoat half of th« increment could not ttey at 

horn* and «dritaá abroad, «apecUlJjr to tha United St»t«a where in th« 

year of 1920 mora than 600 thousand inhabitant« claiaaaci to be of Slovak 

nationality.    IT» teifomry «conoslc boo« in 1926 to 1929 did not revive 

tha induatry in Slovakia but durinf tht years of the world aconoaic ertala 

(1929 to 1913 which hit l sechoalovaàia «xtrmordtnarlly) tha altuatloii 

in Slovak J» woraanad avari »or«.    Th« da c Una of indue* ly in Slovakia waa 

latar only partially ccapanaatad by a certain ravivai of iattaitri»! 

activity immediately before th« Second World War, especially by tha 

construction cf aoa» enfineertni tr.t«rpri«««, irtifieial fifer«« and 

cement factoría a and »otta chemical enterpri»*t*    Ttm employment in 

industry eteyed practically on tha level of 1910.    Th« ahara of Slovakia 

in industrial production of CMohoslovaftla wat lower ttian 10 par cant. 

12. Th« fact that ala® ir, tha y«ara 19-« to 1934 when tha «econd «*ift,tt©n 

*-ve («van if lamr) followed and touched Caeeh r« alona only partially 

ehowa that Slovakia w«t a ironically depreasad *t«« wathin < »choalovakia 

which could not employ ita ir*er»aa» of popul*Uon in active age net only 

becauae of under-developed industry but bee am* of agrarian over-pt pulat ion 
in th« villas« «a ««11. 

A.. 
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13. The Second World War signified a temporary liquidation of the 

Czechoslovak Republic.    It caused enormous damages in the economy of 

the Czech regions and Slovakia.    War damages in Slovakia amounted to 

114 million crowns. 

14. In 1945 after the Second World War Slovakia entered the restored 

Czechoslovak Republic again as a considerably backward repion with a 

prevailing agrarian character, with high potential reserves of labour 

and with high population increases.    So the problem of utilization of 

these labour resources, their activation for the achievement of the 

economic goals of the reconstruction of the war-damaged economy and then 

for the industrialization of Slovakia, the creation of optimal economic 

structure in the whole State and equal conditions for both nations with 

equal rights, Czechs and Slovaks,  became one of the central problems not 

only in the economic development of Slovakia but in all the Czechoslovak 

Republic. 

15. Favourable possibilities for relieving the population increate 

pressure In Slovakia arose in new labour opportunities in Caech regions, 

especially in th« frontier districts already in the first years after the 

liberation.   In thie period the Stat« supported the settlement of about 

200 thousand people fro« Slovakia in Caech frontier districts. 

2¿.      The first programas of the Czechoslovak Government set the task 

of gradually balancing the economic, social and cultural levels of 

Slovakia with th« Caech region«.    The nationalisation of key induetri.es, 

control over the finance« and the land reform created favourable pre- 

conditions al«o for a gradual introduction of central economic planning. 

Already the first Two-Tear Plan of Reconstruction of war-damaged economy 

counted with the industrialisation of Slovakia.    The problem was not only 

to employ available labour but to employ them in such a way as to equip 

them with modem means of production.    The industrial production enabled 

an increase in the productivity of labour, an increase in the rate of 

A.. 
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accumulation of means for the build-up of basic funds technically corres- 

ponding to the contemporary level. 

17.    Further nationalization of industry and other economic branches 

which occurred in the beginning of 1948 enabled the transition to socialist 

ways of production and within their framework to the accelerated indus- 

trialization of Slovakia.    That was economically the most effective way 

to increase the share of Slovakia in national production and national 

income, in domestic and international exchange of commodities corresponding 

more to the share of population in active age in the total number of 

inhabitants in all the State. 

iß.     The Czechoslovak industry, thanks to developed industry in the 

Czech regions, had enough possibilities and capacities to realize an 

accelerated industrialization of Slovakia the basis of which was laid 

especially in the period of the First Five Year Plan (1949 to 1953), by 

the reconstruction and construction of heavy industry. 

19. The introduction of co-operative ways of production in agriculture 

which started already in the period of the First Five-year Plan of the 

Development of Nati, onal Economy helped in the successful course of 

industrializati on of Slovakia.    Agriculture, which was gradually mechanized, 

became a source of labour for the needs of rapidly growing industry. 

IX-    CQNPIÎIQKS m PRJS-CQHPITIONS OF THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SIDVAKIA 

20, The economic development of Slovakia was realized under the conditions 

of a general accelerated growth of the economy of the CSSR in the post- 

war period.    The economic growth of the CSSR was influenced significantly 

by external factors, especially by the growth of foreign markets in 

centrally-planned economies, above all by the growth of markets for the 

products of engineering and consumption industries and by the import of 

baaic raw materials and foodstuffs.    The advantageous geographic location 

of Slovakia on the main exchange routes increased „ne economic at trac ti vanees 

/••* 
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and improved the conditions for social effectiveness of investment in 

metallurgy, engineering,  chemical and consumption industries in this 
region. 

21. The basic conditions and pre-conditions of the development of 

Slovakia rested in internal forces of the Czechoslovak economy, in its 

fast development determined by the state economic plan.    The ethno- 

political region of Slovakia got particular attention from the beginning 

of planning.    The plan contained the evaluation of natural and human 

resources, as well as economic conditions,  the set development tasks and 

the position of Slovakia in uniform Czechoslovak economy quoted separately 

for Slovakia.    At present, after fifteen years of experiences, we have 

a number of critical observations concerning such methods of planning. 

But that does not change the fact that without planning with free play of 

market forces in regional development we could not have achieved such a 

development of Slovakia.    On the contrary, judging by the experiences 

from the solution of economic development in macro-areas of certain 

economically developed States, we could have expected the deepening of 

differences between developed and backward areas of the CSSR. 

22. The conditions of the realization of the industrialization of 

Slovakia represented a number of contradictory situations which had to 

be evaluated.    Among the basic development contradictions it is 

necessary to mention the wealth of Slovakia in human resources on the 

one hfM, but a relative poverty in material natural resources on the 

other hand.   As the beginning and the most intensive stages of industriali- 

sation in Slovakia were realized under the conditions and criteria of the 

end of the first industrial revolution and due to the shortage of natural 

resources, the choice of the direction of the industrialization was 
complicated, 

23. In the first place, the shortage of natural resources resulted in an 

insufficient fuel and energetic basis which was considered the foremost 

pre-condition of industrialisation by the criteria of that time.   Already 

A.. 
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in the years of the First Five-Year Plan, in the years of 1949 to 1953,  i.e. 

exactly in the period of intensive industrialization of Slovakia, the 
Czechoslovak economy orient&ted its structure towards the fortification of 

heavy industry rather exigent on ore raw materials.    In this connexion a 

pressing question arose,  i.e. how tc build heavy industry in a country 

without necessary raw materials resources and how to harmonize the 

production programes and their material and energetic demands with the 

material,  fuel and energetic balances of Slovakia and the whole of the 

CSSR. 

24. The contradictions of the conditions of the economic development of 

Slovakia resulted also from the progressive population development,  from 

the fast growth of potential labour force and from the inheritance of 

economic backwardness which decelerate the fast and productive utilization 

of labour resources.    The pressing question of the quality of human 

resources and their activation in modern industry and exigent productions 

arose in the course of the industrialization process.    Industrialization 

claimed massive training of labour but there was not the necessary pro- 

ductive background, especially in the areas without any industrial tradi- 

tions.    Modern industry and progressive production need scientific-research 

background.    Such a background did not exist in Slovakia but in spite of 

that it was necessary to find a solution for the introduction of progres- 

sive and efficient productions. 

25. Also the approach to industrialization from the point of view of 

the priority of constructing either the infrastructure of productive 

capacities and the question of the priority of their influence on the 

process of industrialization presented certain problems, 

26. If we evaluate the conditions of the economic development of Slovakia, 

we see four spheres which are interesting for evaluation as factors of 

development.    They are: labour resources; natural resources; settlement and 

infrastructure; and resources of financing. 

/• •• 
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Labour resources 

27. The problem of the utilization of labour resources represented the 

central issue in the economic development of Slovakia.    In the period 

after the Second World War the problem was the mobilizati >n of potential 

labour resources and their best utilization for the achievement of economic 

goals of the restored Czechoslovak Republic,     fhe considerably lower 

economic level of Slovakia in comparison with Czech regions and the 

extent of potential human reserves in Slovakia determined the methods 

of their utilization and their preparation for their efficient intro- 

duction in production activity. 

28. The mobilization of labour resources of Slovakia was carried out 

in three forms:     (a) by the industrialization of Slovakia,   (b) by the 

migration to industrial agglomerations in Czech regions,   (c) by long- 

term employment in Czech regions.    The significance of these three forms 

of the mobilization of the population of Slovakia changed in the course 

of time.    In the years 1945 to 1949 there was a large migration from 

Slovakia to the Czech regions, especially to the Czech frontier districts. 

In the years i960 to 1964 the yearly average migration to Czech regions 

amounted to only about 5.5 thousand people.    The present migration is 

directed mainly to mining and metallurgie agglomerations attracting people 

from the whole territory of the State. 

29. The industrialization of Slovakia became the decisive factor in the 

mobilization of the increases of human resources since the year 1948.    Tb* 

process of industrialization continues practically even nowadays.    The 

extent and structure of the new economic activities enabled the intro- 

duction of a large number of labour into industrial production and other 

non-agricultural branches which changed substantially the structure of 

employment and the social composition of the population. 

30. The number of people active in national economy increased in Slovakia 

in the years 1948-1965 by 183 thousand while it increased in non-agricul- 
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turai branches by 639 thousand and simultaneously decreased in agriculture 

by 456  thousand. 

Table 1 

Structure of employment in national economy 
in Slovakia (in thousands of persons) 

Number of employed in 
national economy 1,526 If709 

in; 

industry and construction 324 660 

other branches(except 
agriculture) 284 587 

agriculture 9I8 462 

31.    The inereaee of economically active people in the region of Slovakia in the 

mentioned period reached about l/5 of the all-state increase.   The natural 

increase of population in Czech regions was fully mobilised, drawing even further 

housewives and a considerable part of people beyond working age into employment. 

The example of Slovakia and Czech regions confirmed the already known phenomenon 

that in economically more developed regions the tendency of stronger influence of 

external forces of the economy while mobilizing the development resources exists 

rather than in less developed regions. 

32.    The degree of activity of the population in Slovakia has increased but 

relatively it is still lagging behind that of the Czech regions.    The share of non- 

working population in the total population in productive age decreased in Slovakia 

in 1948 to I965 from 27 per cent to 18 per cent, in Czech regions from 26 per 

cent to 12 per cent.    At present all male resources are fully utilized in Slovakia 

with certain female reserves among houswives.    A part of the population, i.e. 

around 7 to 7*3 thousand yearly migrate to industrial Czech regions and around 

80 to 90 thousand participate teapoiarily at work in these regions. 
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33. The balancing of regional differences in labour activity of Slovakia 

and Czech regions has two aspects which demonstrate the exigencies of the 

solution of this problem.    The first one is the inherited imbalance of the 

activity in the  starting period after the Second World l.ar which we have 

already mentioned.    The second one is the regional dynamics of population 

development - faster rates of growth of natural increases of the population 

which have to be introduced in the labour process.    Labour opportunities 

in Slovakia were developing relatively faster than in other regions of 

the State but the progressive development of the population reproduce! 

also relatively higher potential labour resources.    So the problem of 

their labour activation remained always vivid. 

34. The results of quantitative introduction of human resources in the 

labour process in Slovakia,  even if lagging behind compared with Czech 

regions,  can be evaluated positively.    The total employment was growing 

only moderately but \n industrial production and in other non-agricultural 

branches very progressively. 

35«      The number of workers in industry grew in the mentioned period 

by 266 thousand,  i.e.  2.2 times.    The weight of workers of this sector 

increased signficantly and decreased in agriculture which changed Slovakia 

from a backward agrarian region into a developed industrial-agrarian 

region. 

36.      In connexion with the results of the quantitative utilization of 

labour resources in Slovakia it is necessary to mention the forms of 

organization and methods of mobilization and redistribution of labour. 

3im      The management of labour resources in the CSSR is realized on the 

basis of registration of resources and demands for labour in regions which 

are balanced by regional national committees and district national committees 

(local governments) and in the region of Slovakia by the Slovak National 

Council.    The national committees direct the recruitment and the 

redistribution of labour.    The recruitment in itself is carried out by 

respective enterprises.    The regional and district national committees 
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in co-operation with branch managements and enterprises work out the balances of 

the location of youth from the basic nine-year schools.    The balance determines 

the basic proportions tmonfc the youth for secondary schools (high-schools),   in 

apprenticeship and  in employment.    As the main guidelines for the distribution 

of youth  for their job specialization are closely connected with  die perspective 

plan of demand for experts with university education and high school qualification 

and with the reproduction of  skilled labour,  such a balance is a proper instru- 

ment for the orientation of youth in the choice of profession for the intro- 

duction in labour process and for the orientation of the reproduction oí labour 

force in the region in general. 

38.    From the position of the contemporary transformation of the model of manage- 

ment of national economy in the CSSJ we critize some methods of  the management 

of labour but basically we emphasize the positive role of the plan and of the 

mobilization of labour resources organized by the State.    It is an indisputable 

fact    that the national committees in Slovakia contributed significantly to the 

introduction of labour resources into industry ar.d other economic branches and 

helped efficiently to solve the shortage of labour,  especially in mining,  construc- 

tion and metallurgy in the CSSri.    The orientation of labour resources towards 

the satisfaction of the needs of the society according to a plan is an appropriate 

measure which requires, however,  a more efficient support by economic instruments 

influencing the movement of labour.    For the absence of such stimulations the 

effort of the national  committees resulted to some extent as an administrative 

activity and the effect of the distribution of labour was not always adequate. 

The turnover of laboiir acquired through organized recruitment is high but the 

degree of stabilization is small.    The cost of recruitment and stabilization <f 

one worker in organized recruitment is dispuoportionally high in comparison with 

the final effect.    Therefore, methods of mobilization and re-distribution of 

labour baaed on economic stimulations are being studied at present. 
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39. Slovakia had a shortage of skilled labour, technical intelligentsia 

and technicians with high school preparation even after the Second World 

War.    The general shortage of specialists was felt in the first years of 

industrialization.    Schools and other establishments could not do enough 

to cover the demand for such people in national economy.    Already in this 

starting period Slovakia received substantial help from the developed 

Czech regions.    That was the reason in the period of the First Five-Year 

Plan many experienced practical experts and skilled workers, especially 

in industry, were taking over the functions of technical-economic 

specialists, and gradually by studying after work, they complemented their 

general and specialized education.    The State paid particular attention 

to the organization of studies after work at high schools and universities 

and at the same time organized the development of enterprise professional 

training and a system of courses.    The aim of the courses was to increase 

the qualification of workers in the enterprises and give them the qualities 

and abilities for new professions.    The effort to increase the qualification 

of workers by these methods showed remarkable resul -s.    In twelve years, 

i.e. since the first, census of qualified experts in 1953 until 1965 the 

number of experts in Slovakia grew by 1Ö5 thousand, in Czechoslovakia by 

634 thousand people.    The number of specialists in Slovakia grew faster 

compared with the all-state average.    Specialists with education represented: 

Table 2 

Share of educated specialista in Ifl.OOQ inhabitanta 

1252 1265 
University     High school       University     High school 

CSSR 66.2 127.5 148.0 363.1 

Caech regions 76,1 146,2 157.0 395.5 

Slovakia 40,9 79.7 129.5 291.0 

40. In spite of a considerable inflow of specialists from the schools 

in the CSSR in 1963 about 43 per cent of engin«ering«-technical workers did 
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not fulfil    the requirement of adequate education,  in clerical staff only 

63 per cent.    However, mass training of workers coming to industry from 

agriculture took place in Slovakia,    according to the last  registration in 

I962,  80 per cent of the total number of workers in industry were skilled 

qaalified workers; 49 per cent of this number had the qualification 

certificate,  i.e.  the full qualification after a two-or three-year 

apprenticeship or from the long-term courses, the s.c. enterprise labour 

schools.    Of this number 51 per cent passed the short-term courses for the 

increase of qualification.    In the process of industrialization of Slovakia, 

specialists necessary for technically exacting productions,   such as tele- 

vision sets,  aluminium,  chemical apparatuses, locomotives,   ships, metallur- 

gical production etc. were schooled. 

41.      Particular attention has to be paid to the development of apprentice - 

schools in Slovakia.    In 1950 larger enterprises organized the s.c, appren- 

tice-centers directed by them,     rhe special training was carried out in 

the workshops of the plants and the theory was taught in specialized schools 

of the school administration.    In 1952 the branches of mining,  construction 

and engineering opened schools of State labour reserves directed by the 

Ministry of Labour where about 30 thousand qualified workers passed 

regular apprenticeship.    Since 1957 the CSSR has a uniform system of 

apprentice-schools.    The schools are subordinated to the enterprises which 

take care of their material equipment, recruit and prepare young people 

according to their needs.    The pedagogical direction of the apprenticeship 

le    provided by the school administration.    This system of apprentice-schools 

has its great advantages because of the concrete contents of the education 

and training, introduction in the labour process and narrow connexion of 

theory with practice.    From the point of view of stronger population 

resources in Slovakia it cannot however furnish all the youth in this 

region with the appropriate qualification. 
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42. The necessity of labour force according to education and main 

professions was determined under the  control of the Government and 

central planning bodies already in the period  of project and documentation 

preparation of the  new enterprises.    The investor,  in most cases an 

enterprise  from the Czech regions,  organized the nucleus of the working 

collective  for its new plant in Slovakia through recruitment in Slovakia 

and eventually by the transfer of foremen and  specialists from the main 

plant.    The  training of the basic mass of production workers was 

realized during the time of putting into operation individual parts of 

the new plant.    The  schooling of leading personnel was realized in 

advance in the main plant.    Generally the process of composing of the new 

staff was accomplished successfully.     The help of main plants from the 

Czech regions is an extraordinarily positive  factor in starting the 

operation of new plants in Slovakia.    Iu does not mean, however,that 

everything always goes smoothly.    It happens  sometimes that the main 

plants did not pay sufficient attention to the training of the nucleus of 

the staff of the new plant.    In such cases interventions from the part of 

the State were necessary,  i.e. in many cases subsidies in the form of 

additional wage funds for the main plants for the training of specialists 

for newly built enterprises. 

43. An illustrative example of a vast training programme for a new 

plant was the training of experts and specialists for a large metallur- 

gical complex in Eastern Slovakia—East Slovakia Steelworks which in the 

course of several years needed over 10 thousand skilled workers. 

The training was carried out in metallurgie and other plants in the Caech 

regions.    On the reconmendation of the Government a recruiting action 

for 1,000 specialists from engineering plants in all the republic was 

carried out.    Our experiences show that the training of labour and the 

creation of the nucleus of specialists for new plants in developing or 

less developed areas demands the support of the State.    At least it is 

necessary until the developing region develops the minimum basis of 
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qualified labour resources and establishments giving the qualification 

which helps to develop further special preparation of workers for now 

plants.    Up to the moment, Slovakia has built up a sufficient basis for 

the '.raining of workers in industrial plants and therefore nowadays the 

training of labour for BOS» less developed «lcro-reglons is not a parti- 

cular proble». 

Nütural renmirne« of ,*lfWñkÍñ 

44. Unlike the rich potential human resourcos, the natural resources of 

Slovakia are relatively snail.    The resources  for the development of fuel 

and energetic basis and ore raw «ateríais are insufficient.    The condi- 

tions in other mineral raw «ateríais, fortstry and watar-tuoply are «ore 

favourable. 

45. Slovakia has no significant supplies of coal, oil and «as nor 

has th« systematic geological survey brought «ay important results.   This 

fact is alto considered ont of the reasons for the lagfiiuj behind of the 

industrial development in the past. 

46. Because not only Slovakia but all the CS5R does not have sufficient 

raw «aterial resources and resources of coal »r* locatad mostly lit C«meh 

regions, the fuel and "nergy demanda coamattdmd by the industrialisation 

of Slovakia «fere solved by the State partially by the utilisation of local 

resources but mostly by transfers fro« the Csech regions and by the 

imports from abroad. 

4?,     Already in the first years of industrialisation of Slovakia « bettor 

utilisation of to« existing resources in this field w«s started. 

Gradual and systematic oonetruction of now power station* on the Vi» River 

and soms other rivers urn« started «ad it is going on even now.   Sovmnt-»«« 

power stations «sir« built and the total output increased fro» tat 

original SO thouaand kWh in 1945 to 600 thousand kWh in 1965. 
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Ml,     Ht, the seme timm,  brown coal arid lignite »in«» wer« expanded so 

that the total output grew fro« 7C0 thousand tons  in l%$ tc» 4 million 

&/) thousand ton» in 1965.    However,   these are mostly fuels with low 

caloric output which are extracted under unfavourable ideological 

conditions with relat ively hifsh costa.    Relatively snail reserves of subsoil 

gas are at present wr>9tly u»#d for cr»auc«a]  production, 

49. The expansion of local  fuel and energy btsis couM not 00ver by 

far the need® called for by th« industrialisation and the share of 

resources on th« total consumption which amounted to about one-third 

in 1%5 «van decreased a little until 1965.    *t present about  70 par cant 

of primary energetic resources are ensured by a  relatively long-distance 

transportation of mor* than 10 ailJUon tons of coal and by the transmission 

of 1,500 Bullion of itWh el electricity fro« th« Leech ragions or by fuels 

and electricity imported to the CaüK from UM eastern centrally planned 

economies (1.5 «¿lUon ton» of coal,  1,400 million kWh of electricity). 

50. The indus tri ali tat ion of ^lov-kla could be based on its own 

resources of primary raw »a te ria Is only in a relatively «mil degree; 

similarly by fuel energy; the decisive importance lies in imported raw 

materials and semi-products. 

$1.     The reaouroos of non-m»tallic minerals have a more significant 

position in Slovakia,    ih© ubuadance of raw seteria Is for the production 

of building materials - limtstone for the production of cernant and lime, 

clay for bricks, gravel and sand, building stoiw etc. - can be conaiderad 

* very favourable condition for indu« tri ali ta ti on.    That is why it was 

possible to increase th« production of cement and limt since 1%0 more than 

four times, of bricks almost three times end to build a new strong basis 

of building prefabricate)« so that the) production in this field cam cover 

the whole demand of basic building «ateríais. 

52,     Pro« th« non-emtallie raw materials it is necessary te mention the 

rtüh ¿oposite of magne aite which laid the basis for the production of 
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burnt  magnesite and mapnesite bricks in   Slovakia which represents about 

IO per cent   uf th« world  production.    In connexion with the development 

of netéülurí'y ani also as an  important export conroodity,  the proouction 

of th«sM   fire-proof materials increased in th*» past years alaost at ven 

times and the  construct ion of further capacities is under consideration, 

53. from raw materi¿*lü of vegetal origin in Slovakia the foremost 

position belongs to forest wealth which enables the yearly production 
3 

of 4.5 to 5 million m   of wood pulp,    «bout 40 per cent of this quantity 

is broad-leaf wood and its better utilization was one of the intentions 

of the development policy of the timber and cellulose industries.    The 

share of iti» incineration was decreased fro» 70 per cent to 30 per cent 

by the construction of two large enterprises which use it in mechanical 

and chemical ways of production,    Tne concentration of sawmills created 

better conditions for the utilisation of w.^ste, especially for the 

production of amali construction panels.    However,  other parts of the 

trees,  sawdust and other waste fro« the logging are not yet rationally 

utilised and that gives further possibilities in higher finality of 

products on the basis of wood pulp, 

54. The water supplies of Slovakia can be counted ¿«song the potential 

natural resources.    Ine geographical location of Slovakia has the result 

that only the strems that haw their sources in its territory do flow 

through *t.    The largest rivers - the Danube and fit* - practically only 

touch the territory of Slovakia.    Tho irregularity of the distribution of 

precipitations and the low natural retention ab>5;ty of river basins 

caute the irregularity of the outflow of water fro« our territory and 

large fluctuations between maximum and minimum inflow. 

55.      In comparison with the total condition of water streams in the CSSR, 

Slovakia has favourable hydro logical conditions.    It is influenced 

mostly by the Danube which ras about five times more of water p* s sage 

than aU rivers in the CSSR together.   The average yearly passage of 

water is somewhere around 2,200 «'/sec. 
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tettlament and infrastructure 

56. rtfter the evaluation of human and natural resources oí  the development 

of Slovakia we consider it necessary to mention the settlement and 

infrastructure as important factors of economic development,     ihe 

settlement and infrastructure cannot be considered equal to human and 

natural resources because they are the results of the economic activity 

of nen.    The long-tern development of settlement  and infrastructure and 

also their long-term impact on the future economic development give  them 

also a character of development resources. 

57. The construction of industry in cities strengthened the urbanization 

of Slovakia and the transfer of population from the countryside to 

towns.    The location of population has changed 3ince 1930 in the following 
»anner: 

Table 3 

PiltrtfauUftn of nmmtflUon in localitleii. \<?}Q . yftft (vj percentage) 

"**"**'' 19 iQ 1950 19w 

to 2,000 inhabitants 58.3 55,9 45.7 

2,000 - 10,000 inhabitants 27.2 26.1 31.3 

fro« 10,000 inhabitants 14.5 15.0 23.0 

100.0       100.0       100.0 

SS.     Even after considerable transfers of the population to towns,  only 

«bout 35 per cent of the population at present live in uxtan settlements, 

the large transformation of economic activities and extensive re-distribu- 

tion of human resources during the industrialization of Slovakia were not 

sufficiently used for planned direction of the development of settlement. 

Namely in Slovakia a vast individual housing construction took place in 

the countryside for people economically active in the cities resulting in 

a gap between the concentration of settlement and the concentration of 

industrial activities.    ¿Ms contradiction is now resulting in travelling 
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from villages to towns to work.    At present,  there is felt an urgent need 

•.o wonc out the conception of the development of the settlement closely 

related  to the prognosis of the long-term development of economic 

activities,  their arrangement in space and concentration. 

bH.      Similarly the construction of infrastructure was not used sufficiently 

as an instrument of the purposeful development of Slovakia.    It is almost 

possible  to say that the development of industry and settlements eventually 

forced simultaneously successive building-up of infrastructure.    At present 

Jlovakia  feels the imbalance of the condition and necessities for some 

infrastruc turai elements,   especially transportation and some facilities of 

social services. 

60. Slovakia has today 3,560 kms of railroads and 16,000 kms of roads. 

The density of roads and railroad lines is considerably lower in comparison 

with the developed western part of the CSSR.       Inbetveen the two world 

wars two more  significant  trunk lines had been built in Slovakia.    After 

1945 as the consequence of the development of economic relations with the 

USSR, a double track was built on the line connecting the CSSR- with the 

Soviet Union and a wide-gauge track from the State frontier to the town of 

Kosice was built for the transportation of Soviet iron ore to East Slovak 

steelmills.    Of the total length of railroad tracks in Slovakia 450 kms 

were electrified after 1945 and the electrification is continued intensively. 

61. The industrialization of Slovakia brought also an extraordinary 

increase of road and railroad freight transportation.   One of the interesting 

indicators of the development of personal transportation closely connected 

with industrialization is the growth of bus transportation which has 1,377 

lines of total length of 44 thousand kms in comparison with 5.1 thousand kms 

in 1948. 

62. The road network in Slovakia is relatively dense so that it was not 

basically necessary to construct new routes but to renew and improve the 

existing ones.    The shortcomings of the road network are in its profil« 
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and orientation, the insufficient width of the roadway and the quality of 

its surface.     The investment activity after the reconstruction of roads and 

road facilities destroyed by the war was directed to the improvement of 

these imperfections. 

63. In spite of the continuous improvement of the road network,  there is 

still about 36 per cent of dusty roadways the total length of the road 

network.    Considering the quality, still 35 per cent of the roadways are 

bad. 

64. The growing all-utate consumption of fuel demanded an increase in 

imports of oil.    To avoid the overburdening of railroads the oil-pipeline 

"Druzba"  ("Friendship") was built covering in Slovakia the distance of 

402 kms between the frontier of the USSR and Bratislava.    *t present a long- 

distance gas pipeline is being constructed from the Soviet Union passing 

through the major part of Slovakia.    The supplies of gas are planned mostly 

for chemical production.    The network of internal gas pipelines is being 

finished. 

65. Lines of very high tension were built for the supplies of electric 

energy from the western regions to Slovakia because the production of elec- 

tric energy in thermic power stations is concentrated in the Czech regions. 

Slovakia had the total of 3,300 kms of such lines in the year of I964 which 

represented 32 per cent of the all-state network of the extra high 

tension lines.    Slovakia is connected through the 400 kV and 220 kW lines 

with the long-distance energetic network in the Soviet Union and Rumania 

and with the energetic network of the COMECON. 

66. The telephonization of all localities was ended in 1953 and their 

electrification in I960.    The number of localities with public water 

•apply and public sewerage systems increased several times.   The popula- 

tion growth in Slovakia increased the demand for social infrastructure 

serving the population. 
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67. The exigencies of the population for sanitary facilities and medical 

services increased too.     In this sphere Slovakia is on a relatively high 

level not only by the number of hospital beds but by the number of doctors 

as well (¿8,000 doctors). 

68. The number of pupils in basic nine-year schools increased pro- 

portionally with the growth of population increases.    f»a extraordinary 

increase occurred in the  number of pupils at general secondary schools 

and vocational high schools.    I.hi le in the year of 193tì  Slovakia had 

only two universities with an incomplete number of faculties,  in 1965 it 

had already eleven universities with 33 faculties,  with  817 professors and 

associate professors and with 49 thousand students,  50 per cent of whom 

study at polytechnical universities.     In spite of that,   Slovakia feels a 

shortage of education capacities, above all in the sphere of basic and 

apprentice schools. 

Ó9.      The development of economic activity created also  favourable condi- 

tions for the development of culture.    A few figures may be given as 

an example.      Before the  Second World War there were three permanent pro- 

fessional theatres in Slovakia which have been visited by 300 thousand 

people.    In I964 there were already 20 permanent theatres with two million 

spectators.    The number of cinemas reached almost 2,000 in I964 as compared 

with about 200 cinemas in 1937.    Thirty-two radio and seven T.V. trans- 

mitters are in operation now. 

Resources and wavs of investment 

70.      The former model of planning in the Czechoslovak economy within which 

the industrialization of Slovakia was realized up to now, enabled rela- 

tively simple, without a complicated economic mechanism,  accumulation of 

investment means for the development of industry.    The utilisation of the 

national income created in the CSSR v.as solved centrally by the economie 

plan.    It determined directively the consumption fund specifically through 
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the plan of wage funds  for all economic units.     The fund of accumulation 

was  practically concentrated in the hands of the State.    The  central 

planning and financing authorities on the basis of the  plan declared a 

law,  distributed  these means to ministries with  economic activities and 

they distributed it among individual enterprises.     This method enabled 

very efficiently the transfers of accumulated resources between branches 

and regions even if on the other hand it lacked the objective  criteria 

of efficiency and even led to wastes in the utilization of resources. 

The movement of means following the   favourable conditions for their 

realisation was in accordance with  the interests of the national economy 

as a whole and simultaneously represented a significant help  for Slovakia. 

71. The volume of investment into   industry in 1%8 to 1965 was 57 

billion crowns and represented about 37 per cent of the total  investment 

in Slovakia and about 27 per cent of industrial investment in the CSSK. 

The  share of Slovakia in the all-state volume of industrial investment 

reached the level of almost 30 per cent as a consequence of the location 

of some large investment complexes in metallurgy and chemistry in Slovakia. 

72. The advantages of such a situation when an industrially less 

developed region is a part of an economy where other regions are 

industrially developed can be shown on the material contents of the 

realized accumulation fund for the development of industry in Slovakia. 

The construction of the investment was practically carried out by construc- 

tion enterprises of Slovakia which in the course of past years have acquired 

vast experiences and are able to realize exacting constructions for 

different branches of industry.    But as far as the machinery equipment is 

concerned,  the engineering plants from the Catch regions played an impor- 

tant role.     The prevailing part of the machinery equipment of the new 

industry in Slovakia was produced in these enterprises, assembled and put 

into operation by their workers who helped to train new specialists for 

the operation and maintenance of the equipment. 
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73. « significant help to the industrialization of Slovakia was 

supplied by the project organizations from the Caech regions, especially 

in the first period. Gradually, specialized project institutes for 

different branches of industry were founded and developed and in growing 

extent participate in the preparations of the building up of the industry 

in SlovJtia and also in the Caech regions as now a certain division of 

labour in projection is taking place within the CSSR. 

74. The importance of the non-material aspect of the help of the 

Caech enterprises, project and research institutions to the industrializa- 

tion of Slovakia is stressed even more by the fact that in a number of 

cases it was the construction of completely new large enterprises of a 

complex charaater. In many cases it was necessary to create an original 

solution of the technological project, to develop prototypes of equip- 

ment, to solve a purposeful combination of domestic and imported machinery 

and many other problems. 

III. KL5ULTS OF THE INDUSJBIALIZATION OF SLOVAKIA 

75. The intricacy and the contradictions of the conditions of the 

economic development of Slovakia which we have already mentioned have their 

influence on quantitative results and structure of the economy of this 

region. While evaluating the results we are not concerned only with the 

rates of growth but above all with the fulfilment of the basic aim of 

industrialization, i.e. to give labour opportunities to the population of 

a productive age and to introduce labour resources to productive activities 

which accelerate the growth of all-state economy. In the final results 

it is a matter of evaluation how the mobilization of labour in productive 

activity ensures the growth of the standard of living of the population. 

76. In the analysis of the forms of mobilization of labour resources 

we mentioned that the degree of activity of the population in Slovakia is 

high even if regional differences in the utilization of female labour 
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reserves still exist.    Therefore in the evaluation of the results of 

industrialization we want to emphasise the problem of structural 

development of branches which show the directions of the utilization of 

human resources in more or less progressive structure of economic activity. 

77. According to generally known calculations, the fastest labour 

mobilization of human resources,  and at the first sight the most efficient, 

is in consumption industries which render relatively more labour oppor- 

tunities for the invested means while the turnover of means invested is 

faster compared with heavy industry, not to speak about the differences 

in material exigencies. 

78. From the choice of the extent of construction of heavy and consump- 

tion industries we can estimate that the structure of industrialization 

cannot be determined a. priori according to generally apparent advantages 

or disadvantages of the development of heavy and consumption industries, 

Slovakia built up heavy industry also to a considerable extent.    Its 

construction was determined by calculations of a broader reach.    The 

CSSR developed first of all heavy industry, the production of the means 

of production for its own industrialization and for the industrialization 

of other centrally planned economies.    As the State needed to develop 

above all the production of means of production,  it could not avoid this 

necessity while constructing new enterprises in Slovakia.    It was 

therefore necessary to find the relation between the build-up of heavy 

and consumption industries according to the needs of all-state economy 

in that period.    However, the core of industrialization as far as the 

structure is concerned has changed roughly in the following manner: 

79. The first stage was marked by the construction of a large number of 

new industrial plants which had been put into operation mainly in 1949- 

1953.    They were mostly plants of the manufacturing industry.    The con- 

struction of 28 new engineering plants and a number of textile, garment 

and timber industries plants was the most significant.   They were mostly 

medium-size plants with the number of employees up to several thousand, 

A.. 
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They represented many timos new production branches and in a number of casos 

th.. y were  located in new rodions whore  they wcro a now impulse  for further 

•-.n^ral  development.    This  direction of  the  first stape of industrialization 

hv.lpv.-l  t    cr-   tv,  a .Teat number of labour opportunities with relatively low 

v lume  '? inv:stment means  and  to lay -. certain basis which could then develop 

by its own forces. 

80. The following sta. re  of industrialization of Slovakia in 1954 - i960 

fell in the  ; eri od xrtien an increased all-state effort and means were directed to 

the strengthening -f the oner -etic basir, as well as  the raw material basis for 

the manufacturing inlustry an \ fr t'e building industry.    Those  tasks influenced 

c nsi-'crably  the directi n    f the industrialization   »f Slovakia.    The number 

f new plants put int cerati n was lr-wor and plants of energetic r primary 

raw materials industries wcro almost half t" it. That increased als~ the in- 

vestment exi-onci-s in industrial c ns true ti m s" that the average .annual v lume 

i' investment was by 50 per cent ¡fisher than in the past pori'd.    Ala', a con- 

siderable part rf investment was   'odieatod t~ the enlargement ^f plants con- 

structed in thv. first sta-e    f industrialization. 

81. The  last newest stapo  <f industrialization of Slovakia  is character- 

ize1 by th.,  c nr: true ti n an,1 gradual start    f operation of i^rro  industrial 

capacities mainly in metallurgy an1, chemistry. 

02. TV...   luantitative results   -f the ec^n- mie development ~f Slovakia can 

Ve demonstrated in a brief survey -f the development  -tf the most important 

branches -.-..    reductions; 

Table 4 

Indiche of the ¿r wth of gross industrial pr auction  (i^'g = |5fl)  *  

Industry - total 275                    753 
means    f pr-duoti'-n 330                     988 
consumer goo<ls 230                     558 

In it selected branche  ; 
Electricity an-1 heating 41Ô                       950 
ttiels  (pr J-ctn   -f 0n^i «rvi oil) I89                  1,216 
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Tabi o 4    (e nt.) 

19^ JL2á5 
233 805 
433 1,49-1 
304 1,549 
282 744 
199 •y29 
219 390 
23Ö 490 
209 515 
156 451 
258 481 

Black motallurgy 
Engineering and motáis 
Chemistry and rubber 
Construction materials 
Glass, china and ceramics 
Wood manufacturing industry 
Textiles 
Garments 
Loather and footwear 
Foodstuffs 

83« The prccos3 of industrialization of Slovakia is apparent in tho 

growth of all branches °f industry but this gr'wth was nt the same in all 

branohos.    While the total growth of industrial pr^duoti^n was 7.5 times, the 

production in chemistry and engineering rose about I5 times, in oxtraotion 

and manufacture of fuels 12 times,  in electrical onorgy an* hoating 9*5 timos, 

in metallurgy 8 timos. 

84. The total production of ol:¡otric onorgy in Slovalcia roe« from 83' 

milliom kWh in I948 to 6,716 million kWh in I965.    The consumption of 

electricity in Slovakia, inoluding the transmissions fr^m other regions, rose 

more than nine times in that period, i.e. considerably faster than tho  total 

industrial production.    It results from tho structure of the industry built 

in Slovakia whore tho very demanding branches f<->r energy as chemistry,  pro- 

duction of aluminum, ferrous alloys, etc. have considerable weight. 

85» Tho development of motallurgy in Slovakia was basod on tho imports 

of basio raw materials from Eastorn European countrios, abovo all iron and 

niokol ores and buaxito.   As tho imports come to tho CSSR through tho rogion of 

Slovakia this was an impulse for tho location of new plants for tho production 

of aluminum and nickel and of a largo metallurgo complex for tho ;jrf ducti^n of 

pig iron,  atool and rolled materials in this region.    This rrrdom metallurgie 

oomplox whioh will produoo moro than four million tons of steel selves above 

all the problem of the structure of rolled materials for tho neMs of the 

engineering industry in the CSSR.    The . increased share of platwnetals will 

/ ... 
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^¡r1^   '.O'.'J!   .irwti'.     i' n.  rw  ..r    -ressivc   'ochn 1 "ìJS,   03i.ocir.lly ; ressin.j and 

;h\. in    which vr : 1   ru. ras.nt  s -//in. s  of ratals  in1 growth    f productivity of 

1  •*  :.r.    Thi-; on ter;, ri sa will   hive i  -TO it  significance  fr to ration of 

"/stern   i>v\ki-.,   .rovi  u<;ly very bickwird,   is  i p-tontiil  pelo of development 

which cm  result in     1-hwr ; r  lucti-ns in  tho futuro. 

o' • In  recent  yo-rs w^ cm SOJ  i rv i i ìovol ornent of chemistry on tho 
! isis     f imported     ii  and   -.s  in Slovakia«     Tho  lirgo  refinery  of   -il 

c-rm-ct-'. with  .-'.r••chcmicU  ; r-ducti  :\ nee's ilrctdy today  r.n input of several 

:..illi  n  t'-ns  of riw r.-.torials   mi it  is loinp- cmtinu usly cnlir.-j1 by further 

n„H ci, -.cities fr different choaicil  products,  especially primary raw m ato ri al s 

j.  r t'.w   .r duction ~f plasác materials p.nd artificial  fibres.    Similarly a now 

plant   f"r tao  pr  bac ti on of ni tripón is bcin¿- enlardod  and a now one is under 

c nstructi-n.    'low     Lan 3 fr mrtifioisl fibrös,  for plastic materials 

Ar 'ducts wore built,  manufacturing capacities in rubber i niustry are bein.: 

mk-.r-C'1-,   the   . r • due "ion o,f cb ~-riic.il  protection materials for a-ri culture was 

'JV 1   p.l. 

Conditions for tío development of manufacturing branches of industry 37. 

wxistol in Slovakia first of ail in tho resources of labeur and in some 

branches «van in certain production tradition.    Tho own basis of the re ion, 

is fir is materials  and soripr-ducts arc concornocl, was n't significant in tho 

beginniiv and started to play a more important role in latest years when tbo 

;r lue ti r.n in  tho primary raw materials branchos had boon dovolopod. 

6'.,. From tho point of view of methods and forms of industrialization of 

Slovakia the development of on inooring industry can bo tho most interesting. 

Tha predominant part of its productive activity is tho activity which is most 

demanding ~n tho human fact r,  bo^inning with the construction, organisation 

ani technology of the production and ending with concreto work oporations. 

Tho introduoiian of produjtion in now regions requires the holp of irtolloctual 

background of existing enterprises in this branch moro then in others. 

89. Tho now on-inooring plants in Slovakia were predominantly built as 

1 part 01  agisting enterprises in the Czech regions which in such mannor on- 

laxv-od their basic funtlj o.nd capacity in relation with the growth of prcduotion 

/  ... 
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if different sorts of engineering products set by the  plan,     iiith the rapii 

growth of production of all  branches of engineering in  the  C..~R,  also in Slovakia 

new capacities were being built.     Together with the  total  growth of production 

also  a varied assertment of engineering plants were built in Slovakia.    The  new 

plants usually started with  the production of simple  products on the basis  of 

documentation from the main plants.    Often it was a  simultaneous production in 

new as well as in already existing plants.    Strong co-operation relations come 

into being between new and old plants. 

90. The gradual  perfectioning of the new plants,   the build-up of their own 

development and construction basis,  acquired experience and the growth of quali- 

fication of the workers, brought certain new tendencies in the development of 

engineering in Slovakia in the last years.    The plants are passing to more 

exacting production programmes,  to specialization of production and to the con- 

centration of all-state production of certain products to plants in Slovakia. 

91. The structure of products of Slovak engineering is still very diversified 

and it will be necessary to continue in the process of specialization and 

concentration simultaneously with the implementation of these tendencies in all- 

state extent. 

92. Already today it is possible to evaluate positively the development in the 

concentration of certain branches,  as e.g. the production of ball-bearings, 

construction cranes and other mechanisms,  of radio and T.V.  sets, refrigerators 

and washing machines,  of some types of electrical meters,   transformers,  rail- 

road freight cars,   etc.    The production profile of two large enterprises of 

heavy engineering is being formed through the development of certain sorts of 

electric and Diesel locomotives, Diesel engines, etc.    So gradually the significance 

of Slovak engineering as a supplier of a number of investment and consumer goods 

on the market in the CSSR as a whole and its participation in the exports is 

growing. 

93. In other branches of manufacturing industry in Slovakia a relatively rapid 

growth was registered especially in the production of garments, knitted products 

and footwear, also by the construction of a number of new plants.    In textiles 

industry the development was realized more  by the reconstruction of existing 
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productive capacities in traditional textile districts in the Czech regions so 

that this branch is relatively weakly represented in Slovakia (15 per cent of 

national production). 

94«  The growth of agricultural production in general and of market produce 

especially in connexion with the development of market relations in the country- 

side enlarged the basis for foodstuffs industry.    Simultaneously with it this 

branch went through the process of concentration of production from small 

industrial workshops to larger technically advanced plants.    Such a development 

existed in meat,  dairy and bakery industries where a whole network of new plants 

predominantly located in district towns and industrial centres was built to enable 

coverage continuously the growing demand of the population after these staple 

foodstuffs in all regions.    Since 1948 the dairy production grew about ten times, 

meat about six times and the production of bread and pastry about twice.    Th« 

production of sugar grew about three Firnes and beer about the same.    The new 

branches are represented by canneries of meat,  fruits and vegetables. 

95« The realization of the industrialization of Slovakia brought significant 

changes in the economic structure of this region. That can be proved in the 

following table about the development of employment in the past 17 years i 

Table 5 

Structure of employment in Slovakia by sectors 
(in percentage) 

Number of employed in iti 

industry and construction 

agriculture 

other branches 

M 
100 

21.2$ 

60.2 

18.6 

mi 
100 

26.4# 

48.8 

24.8 

12& 
100 

38.6# 

27.0 

34.4 

96. The transfer of labour from agriculture to industry and service sector helped 

to do away with the agrarian over-population.    However,  it is necessary to observe 

that the volume of agricultural production grew by 40 per cent thanks to mechanisa- 

tion, higher consumption of fertilizers and economies of scale. 

A- 
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97. The industrialization ; rocoss as an impulso of such structural 

changos is also interesting from the point of view of intornai  structure of 
industry. 

Tabic 6 

Dovclopnont of the share of certain branca 

in tho  total industrial  ¿reduction 

1948 
Extraction an1, production 
of fuols, eloctricity and heating 

ferrous and non-ferrous 

metallurgy 

chemistry and rubber 

timber, cellulose and 
paper 

engineering and metals 

textiles, garments and 
footwear 

foodstuffs 

6,2 

4,6 

5.8 

14.3 

15.2 

17.6 

27.8 

196^ 

8.5 

6,6 

9-7 

7,5 

29.7 

11.2 

19.2 

98. The development can be briefly characterize, by the growth of 

weight of those branches which represent a progressivo element in industrial 

structure.    It is proved os.ocially by tho double increase of tho weight of 

engineering and also chemistry while tho weight of light and foodstuffs 

industries declined.    Actual investment construction will bring furthor 

structural transformations in ffctuio years whiofa «111 again strengten the 
position of chemistry and metallurgy. 

99. The more productive utilization of labour resources in Slovakia as 

the result of industrialization and efforts for the balancing of level with 

tho Czcoh regions was reflected also in the growth of %mmm an- standard 
of living of tho population in general. 

/... 
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IOC. Tho CSSR has a uniform w^v,  and price policy,   t'-e wvos  of m  ru 

r ]JSS thü sano cato—rios  rf w rkors aro alaost the samo.    Tho differences 

ir.  av.raro wa-os  dininishe-l simultaneously with  tho   'ovolopmont :f industry, 

-s. jci-ily of now >rancho s r, re  ..<  et in- f'r qualification.    The  t~tal 

'/-lum.    f v—a  funis  TOW in Slovakia fastor than on nati on-1 scalo because 

f  relatively larger intr:-lue ti :n  of tho ¿emulation in tho  lab ur process 

ar     foster or wth  -f avora.-o wages.    In average incOmos ;.ar workor an à 

o~   1  yoo   the   differences aro  insignificant. 

101. ..s far as tho ine  • ; -.r capita is encornó I,  tho level in SI-vicia 

is  l.^wor.    But ovan hero wc can SOG  tho ^rrcoss of balancing.    The difforonco 

in  .ecuniary ine nos ;or ca i + o h. twoon tho Czoch roáons ani. Slovakia which 

w-s at ut 32 por cent in 1955  locroasod to 25 por cont.    Tho difforencos aro 

too rosults of a still lower degree cf introduction of population in labour 

I recosa, mainîiy of womon, of a higher numbor of do pondants in tho housoholds 

and of a lowor intensity in agriculture. 

102. Tho growth of incomes of tho population was apparent in an 

oxprossivo incroaso of consumption cf ataplo foodstuffs and industrial goods. 

Sinco 1948 tho consumption per capita grew in the following ways meat from 

13 kr to 52 kg, fats from 7 to 16 kgs, milk and dairy products from 134 to 

159 kgs, sugar fron 19 t« 3^ kgs.    Vory significant is the increase of the 

absorption of industrial go-Is cf long duration? in the last ten years the per- 

conteo of housoholds oquipped with washing-machines increased from 12 to 56, 

with  rofrigoreWs from 1  to 27, with radio sots from 55 to 82.    Half of 

the housoholds have a T.V. sot.    ,« extraordinary growth was registered 

in  th. consumption of building materials used f>r individual residential 

construction in  tho villa,-os which represents around 200 thousand now 

a part m-nt- in tho past period. 
.¡i 

103. c c.-ncludc this chapter wo consider it aairposoful  to make certain 

critical    bsorvatiens evaluating the exploitation of conditions and creation 

-f pre-c^nditi-ns f-r the industrialization of Slovakia and some of its rosults. 

If wo look critically today -« s-mo of the aspects of the previous development 

/ ... 
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-a are conscious that certain errors are not errors of subjects or organs 

but t'e results of ignorance of the tendencies of the development,    xhe 

aim is not to criticize what has been done but  to derive conclusions how 

to continue.    In this   erection we would like to manti on t'.ese problems; 

104. The development of the structure of industry in Slovakia did 

not correspond in sufficient degree  to tha contemporary tendencies of 

industrial development in tha world.    Tha excessive articulation of the 

production is in contrast with the tendencies of concentration and 

specialization which help to decrease the costs and help to concentrate 

the efforts for technical progress of the production process and its products. 

The industrialization of Slovakia, even if it had its own specific features, 

was still in many aspects just an imitation of industrial   8*ucture in the 

Czech regions,  of the structure which had been developing s^nce the last 

century which would need a modern reconstruction itself. 

105. Similar evaluation is valid for the regional location of industry, 

"ithout any doubt the effort for a more regular development of regions in 

Slovakia has brought very positive results whan it lad to economJc and 

cultural growth of many baokward areas sometimes with several hundred thousand 

inhabitants.   But in oertain cases it is pceciUe   to have reservations 

against the location of industry in nmall localities which make it difficult 

to form the industrial mentality of t'-e population and the creation of the 

surroundings where the non-material factors of growth could exert influence. 

106. Tha character of the industrialization of Slovakia was also 

influencad by certain negative aspects of the old model  of management. 

The excessive articulation of the production has its roots in the autocracy 

tendencies of this model which were showing in all the economy of the CSSR. 

The fact that the growth of the voluirn of gross production was one of the 

important criteria of economic development led to excessive increase of 

turnover within the production wit    simultaneous wastes in production con- 

sumption and to relative decrease of the final product.    The permament growth 

of demand for raw materials, materials and energy swallowed a large part of 

/  ... 
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accumulated means for t'e investment in heavy industry to the detriment 

of manufacturing branches of the industry, utilization of some domeetio 

natural resources, agriculture and infrastructure. 

IO?. This development has shown itself in the industrialization of 

Slovakia aspeciall    in t'a last yoars in a relatively slower development 

of manufacturing branches of the industry.    This brought with it some 

problems as the creation of labour opportunities for vecen, lower rentability 

of enterprises producing only raw materials and semiproduct«, relatively 

high demands for the transfers of fuels and energy to the ragion. 

/ ••• 
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IV.    FURTHER i''.RSrSCTIVBS OF TE INIU5TRIALI NATION OF 3 OVAKIA 

108. "e Bb%ll not mention figures concerning the perspectives of 

industrial development of Slovakia as they   re in the plans umtil   I97O and 

whioh presume further annual growth,  they are characterize by a certain 

continuity with t^e present form and direction of the development.    Tfe will 

concentrate rather on some starting points which we are trying to establish 

in present works conneoted with the elaboration of the plan of long-term 
développant. 

IO9. Tlie present stage of economic development of the CSSR is 

charactered by the effort to overcome the past tendencies of development 

based predominantly on extensive factors of growth.    Preconditions are 

created for the strengthening of the influence of scientific-technical 

progress, rational organization of the production and international division 

of labour and structural changes for the growtn of dynamics and efficiency 

of the national economy.    This direction corresponding to present development 

in the world which moves the focus of attention to the exploitation of the 

s.o. non. material factors of growth creates new conditions for further in- 

dustrialization of Slovakia. 

110. The development of industry in Slovakia can base it;«** even furt^ 

on some favor*&o conditions which we have already mentioned.    For example 

the situation in labour resources will be still more favourable than in other 

regions of the republic.    The possibility of further mobilisation of female 

labour resources is complemented with a strong demographic wave of youth 

in I965-I975.    T?blle in I966-I97O the new labour resources in Slovakia re- 

present about 50 1 per oent of the all-state resources, in the following 

five-year period it will be almost 60 per cent and in further five years 

new labour resources will practically be only in Slovakia.   Even if a certain 

migration of labour to the Czeoh regions is taken into account,  the solution 

of the problem of specialized preparation of youth and the creation of labour 

opportunities will be concentrated in Slovakia.    Some special measures taken 

by the Government are direoted towards this aim especially t^e subsidies 
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for the education of apprentices granted to the enterprises.    Vocational 

schools and universities will be further developed bocauso in now conditions 

tho level  of qualification of labour resources is moro important than their 
uantity. 

111. Hopoful perspectivas for tho further development of industry in 

Slovakia exist in chemistry and metallurgy which produce basic materials for 

tho manufacturing industry of imported costly materials (oil,  subsoil gas, 

ores).    It is not only the question of quantity but the question of now 

sorts of materials which enable t- e development of progressivo productions 

and technologies,  the improvement of tho utility of t-o products and 

the growth of productivity of labour. 

112. This lays tho basis for higher exploitation of raw materials.    The 

incroaso of value addod by manufacturing commands further adaptation of 

branch and products structure of t\ o industry in such a way that  tho 

products would contain moro of qualified labor.    Such an orientation of 

industry commands further development of tho scientific-research basis of 

the production, dovolopment and construction establishments.    On  the other 

hand this will  create space for absorption of skilled labour which is 

being prepared in advance at vocational schools and univoristios. 

113. It is possible to count with moro favcunifte development on 

energetic situation in Slovakia.    Tho continuing conversion of the structure 

of primary energetic rcsourcos resulting especially from the growing imports 

of oí, .„d RUboii gaa and al30 f rom tha ^^^ of utilization of nucloar 

energy justifies the hopos that it will bo possible  to limit tho long-distanoo 

and costly transportation of coal from western parts of the republic to 

Slovakia.    TUc modorn fuel basis will also help to utilize moro efficiently 

tho savings of energy and oporational and investment costs. 

114. In further efforts of concentration and specialization of industry 

it will be purposeful to proc, d in two ways.   First of all wo should avail 

oursolvoe of investment construction which would comploment existing 

/... 
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enterprises and enlarge thorn to optical capacity and now enterprises should 

be built in an extent corresponding to modem requirements of concentration. 

Tho second way is a more purposeful re-distribution of production programmes 

in existing enterprises and plants.    This could havo tho rosult that ovon 

smaller production units specialized on a cortain typo of component parts or 

products would bo as a part of a certain system of concentrated production 

a unit capable of self-sustained existence. 

II5. Further building up of industry will havo to contirbute to moro 

rational location of industry in Slovakia.    It is tho question of croation 

of purposeful prauction-torrit-rial comploxos which have a number of 

advantages, e.g. in close co-operation relations, in common exploitation of 

infrastructural  facilities, in tho possibility of adequate professional 

mobility and more efficiont utilization of skilled labour.    Tho problem of 

changes in the structure of settlement is in closo connexion with it, as it 

demands more effective influence  on tho growth of cities and suburban 

zones to shorten the distances betwoon homo and work and to croato moro 

faveti, living surroundings.    Such a model of location of production 

would help to solve more economically great probloms in further construction 

of infrastructure which to a largo oxtont is a condition of gonoral ooonomio 
growth. 

116. And finally it is nocossary to say that we ontor tho period of 

bringing to lifo  the now system of managemont of national oconomy of tho CSSR. 

It combinos plannod managoment and loavos somo spaco for tho functioning of 

market forcos.    Industrial and en momio dcvolopment of Slovakia in gonoral 

will bo onsurod under new conditions in basic proportions by tho stato 

economic plan but the concreto construction tasks will bo influenced in a 

considerable oxtont indirectly by the instruments of financial,  tax an: 

subsidies policios.    Tho system of thoso instruments will bo vorifiod and 

porfectionod in tho process of their oporation. 
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